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Sarcastic Sewist 
Angled Zip Clutch Tutorial 

  

 

Every lady needs a clutch from time to time.  Whether you grab it for a 
fancy night out, move it from purse to purse with the essentials in it, or use 
it for everyday use, this clutch fits everything you absolutely must have 
with you.  Especially when you don’t have pockets!  With a secure zip 
closure, and inside pockets, this one is super easy to customize for exactly 
what you need.    
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Supply Tips 

 I love using quilting cottons for this project.  I always have fat quarters and 
scraps sitting around that are perfect for this.  But it is great with just 
about any woven fabric you’d like to use!  If you use something a bit 
thicker, be sure to use an appropriate needle while sewing!   

I also prefer a thicker interfacing for this one.  Featherweight works, but 
just isn’t quite as stable as a nice medium weight.   

If you would like to use a longer zipper, just be sure to cut it to length and 
you’ll create a new zipper stop when you add your tabs.   

Supply List 

1/4 yard outer fabric   1—10 inch zipper 

1/4 yard inner fabric   1 yard interfacing 

1/4 yard pocket fabric    

 Cut List 

3—11x6.75 inch 1x outer front, 1x lining back, 1x lining front 

1—11x7 inch outer back   2—2x4 inch zipper tabs 

1—11x9 inch pocket fabric  1—11x2 inch accent strap 

1—11x6x11.5x2.5 inch outer flap 1—11x5.75x11.5x2.25 inch inner flap 
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Instructions 

 Step 1—Interfacing 

Iron your interfacing to every piece except the zipper tabs.  Follow 
manufacturer's instructions and make sure it is fully adhered into each 
corner.   
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Step 2—Zipper Tabs 

Fold zipper tab in half wrong sides together, matching long edges.  Press.  
Open tab, fold long raw edges into center.  Press.  Repress the first fold.  
(This should now look like double fold bias tape.) 

 

Trim off end of zipper.  Slide into zipper tab.  Topstitch close to edge of tab.  
Be cautious sewing over the zipper teeth.  Trim zipper tab to just wider 
than zipper tape.   

 

Trim zipper to ten inches (this includes the zipper tab).  Sew zipper tab as 
above for second end of the zipper.   
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Step 2—Accent Strap 

Fold accent strap like the zipper tape above.   

 

Topstitch 1/8 inch from each long edge.  Find center of outer front piece.  
Align accent strap just above center.  Baste in place.   
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Step 3—Pocket 

Fold pocket piece in half, wrong sides together, matching two longest 
edges.  OPTIONAL – Topstitch along top, folded edge.   

 

Align pocket along bottom of lining back.  Topstitch to form pockets.  Here, 
the center is topstitched to form two even pockets, but any location or 
number of stitched lines can be used to create preferred pocket numbers 
and sizes.  Baste around bottom and both sides of the pocket.   
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Step 4—Zipper 

Stack the lining back, right side up, then the zipper, centered along long 
edge, zip pull facing up and on the left, then the lining flap, right side 
down.  Stitch along zipper tape with ¼ inch seam allowance.   
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Press seam allowance and zipper tape down and topstitch to lining back.   

 

Create the same sandwich on the opposite side of the zipper with the lining 
front, zipper, then outer front.  Stitch with ¼ inch seam allowance.  Press 
both lining and outer down and topstitch through all layers.   
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Step 5 – Back  

Align outer back and outer flap along long edge, right sides together.  
Stitch together with ½ inch seam allowance.  Press seam open.   
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Step 6—Finish 

Align front directly on top of back just below the zipper.   

 
Right sides facing, place finished back piece on top of finished front.  Stitch 
all the way around the outside with ½ inch seam allowance, leaving a 3-4 
inch gap for turning.  Trim seam allowance.   
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Turn right sides out and press.   

 

Use an invisible stitch to close the gap.  If you prefer visible stitches, you 
can topstitch 1/8 inch from edge to close the gap.   

 

Congrats!!!  You’re done. <3   
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Thank you! 
 

 

Thank you so much for downloading my tutorial!  You’re more than 
welcome to sell things you make from this tutorial on a small scale, but do 
not sell the tutorial (it is free for a reason).  This is not intended for mass 
production.  Please link back here when you share your sews and let me 

know how it goes!!  Also feel free to use #ssangledclutch when sharing or if 
you want to look for inspiration.  

 Stephanie xx 
sarcasticsewist.com 

  


